Multiclassification Prediction of Enzymatic Reactions for Oxidoreductases and Hydrolases Using Reaction Fingerprints and Machine Learning Methods.
Drug metabolism is a complex procedure in the human body, including a series of enzymatically catalyzed reactions. However, it is costly and time consuming to investigate drug metabolism experimentally; computational methods are hence developed to predict drug metabolism and have shown great advantages. As the first step, classification of metabolic reactions and enzymes is highly desirable for drug metabolism prediction. In this study, we developed multiclassification models for prediction of reaction types catalyzed by oxidoreductases and hydrolases, in which three reaction fingerprints were used to describe the reactions and seven machine learnings algorithms were employed for model building. Data retrieved from KEGG containing 1055 hydrolysis and 2510 redox reactions were used to build the models, respectively. The external validation data consisted of 213 hydrolysis and 512 redox reactions extracted from the Rhea database. The best models were built by neural network or logistic regression with a 2048-bit transformation reaction fingerprint. The predictive accuracies of the main class, subclass, and superclass classification models on external validation sets were all above 90%. This study will be very helpful for enzymatic reaction annotation and further study on metabolism prediction.